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1. I worked in company called Melcar. The company does Electrical installations, 
telecommunication systems, fire prevention systems. We were 3 trainees from 
Finland working there. The company was near by our flat where 2 of us stayed. By 
walk under 10 min. First we lived in another flat from there was 5 min walk but the flat 
was not in good shape so we moved to Calle Falua 14. 

 
           We started the work at 7.00and ended at 15.00. 
In the beginning they told us that it was 7.00 to 14.00 
but we worked outside of the city where we lived so it 
was impossible them to bring us back so we agreed 
that we do every day 1 hour and recover that hours 
with free days in last week. In Melcar there is around 
14 employees and were funny and i was most of the 
time with Jose and Juan. I worked in many different 
places because it was maintenance work. I had to use 
a lot screwdrivers and tester.  
 
 
 

The co workers did not speak english well so the instruction was in Spanish and some word 
in English. The jobs were similar what i have done in Finland assemble sockets and it was 
very good that even Jose didn't knew good english he always tried to explain what we were 
doing i appreciated that very much. Sometimes I had problems to understand how to 
connect wires and there was always someone whom i went and asked and they explained. 
The cooperation on company is good but sometimes there were some problems but hey are 
common. They were strict about working hours.  
 
Sometimes the places where we worked was in desert middle of nothing. It was sometimes 
really hot to work outside we had to drink a lot water. On think i noticed that they trust in 
switches a lot that they just switch and do work. In Finland we have to test and put lock in 
switch. We took with us safety shoes and dresses and when we went there the company 
gave us own dress. It was little bit disappointing cause we asked in Finland they said we had 
to take safety dresses but we didn't used them there and i noticed that the communication 
was really bad there. Everyday i learned something in next page there is some pictures of 
works what  i did: 



 



During the free times we went to hang out in the city 
and founded one Australian pub Down under so we 
went there every weekend. We went every weekend out 
with other Finns. 
 
 
Education and Mobility offered us free surf school so I 
went to surf school. It was first time surfing. It didn't go in 
the begin well but in the end I was able to stand up. It 
was fun and and I had good experiences after that.  
 
 
I also went to sailing it was 4 h sailing around the Lobos. 
It was very funny and interesting. I went to swimming 
and snorkeling.  Here some pictures from sailing: 
 
I am glad that I had chances to go abroad and do job 

learning. It good the students have these kind of 
opportunities. I learned a lot and made new friends from a 
lot of countries. For me it was good experience I am 
planning to go there for vacation sometime.  


